Introduction
Health technology assessment (HTA) and medical decision-making, more generally, rely on the use of decision-analytic models. Such models synthesize clinical, epidemiological, quality of life, resource use, and cost data in order to generate estimates of health effects and associated costs. Markov models are a popular form of decisionanalytic models which characterize patient cohorts based on a finite number of mutually exclusive and exhaustive "health states". Under the Markov property, membership submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Olariu et al of future health states depends only on the current health state, and not on the events that occurred before. 1 Movement between health states is defined by "transition probabilities", which determine the likelihood of a patient moving from one health state to another over a discrete period of time (the "cycle length"). 1 An illustrative example of a three-state Markov model with health states 1, 2, and 3 is presented in Figure 1 ; an example of health states for a model of a general condition may be asymptomatic disease, symptomatic disease, and death. Movements between health states are governed by a matrix P of transition probabilities p rs , which describes the risk of moving from state r to state s ≠ r at time r over a model cycle of length u, and p rr , which describes the probability of remaining in state r at time r over a model cycle of length u. One health state (in this case health state 3, and usually the health state corresponding to death) will act as the "absorbing state", for which the probability of moving to any other state is 0 and the probability of remaining in the state is 1.
Measures for cost and outcome can be associated with states and transitions to account for resource use during different stages of disease and the associated changes in health outcomes. These estimates of costs and outcomes may be accumulated over the course of the model and the costeffectiveness of health technologies estimated.
The correct implementation of Markov models requires reliable and robust estimation of transition probability matrices (TPMs). In the simplest case, transition probabilities can be estimated in a straightforward manner using nonparametric methods based on observed counts for movements between health states in a data source. Briggs et al 2 describe the methods for calculating probabilities in this scenario.
However, calculating TPMs is challenging when the inputs to the economic evaluation cannot be derived directly and completely from a single dataset; for example:
• How should TPMs be constructed when not all transitions are observed within a dataset?
Briggs et al 2 note that feasible transitions might not always be observed in all datasets, implying 0% probability of these transitions occurring. The authors advise not to exclude potential transitions because they were not observed in the data. Alternatively, a prior distribution may be specified; commonly, 1 is added to each cell count.
• How should subgroup analyses be performed in Markov cohort models?
Subgroup analysis in Markov cohort models for economic evaluation is usually performed based on stratification of data, and estimation of transition probabilities at different values of t typically requires multiple partitions of the available data. This is often not an efficient use of data, and introduces many model parameters. An alternative approach is to allow covariate adjustment of the TPM. A growing body of literature has described these multi-state parametric models, which can be implemented in standard statistical software such as R, but
have not yet been applied widely within economic evaluations for HTA submissions.
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• How should treatment effects from clinical studies and meta-analyses be applied?
It is common to apply relative effects to TPMs to estimate the probability of events for an intervention. Such treatment effects may be drawn from clinical trials directly or from formal evidence synthesis. Relative risks and odds ratios (unlike hazard ratios) are specific to the time period for which the event probabilities are defined. If the length of the trial or study reporting the relative risk (or odds ratio) is not the same as cycle length u, then applying this relative risk (or odds ratio) directly will be incorrect. 6 Price et al 6 present an adjustment to account for differences between the measured time point and the relative risk.
• How can we convert between alternative cycle lengths?
It is well known that in order to convert a probability from one cycle length to another (e.g., from annual to 6-months), it must be done by first converting to a rate. 7, 8 This is commonly achieved using the standard actuarial formula. 9 However, conversion of a TPM from one cycle length to another is nontrivial; applying the actuarial formula to convert TPMs 
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Transition probabilities in Markov cohort models in models with more than two states introduces bias, because this ignores competing risk among states. 10 More appropriate conversion requires taking the root of the matrix, 10 or alternatively, choosing a short cycle length such that the probability of multiple clinical events occurring during a cycle is very small, thereby minimizing the bias.
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• How should model calibration be performed if direct estimation of inputs is not possible?
The objective of calibration is to "reverse engineer" the model of interest; essentially, to find input parameters so that the model predicts a known outcome (or outcomes). The analyst must make several decisions: there are multiple ways to define the objective function for the calibrated model, including approaches based on acceptable windows, minimizing deviation (absolute or in percentage terms), or the specification of likelihood functions. The selection of input parameters may also be performed using a number of methods. If multiple outcomes are to be calibrated against, and their input parameters are not independent, this can then become a complex optimization problem. 12 Welton and Ades 13 provide an illustrated example of how to calibrate transition probabilities to be consistent with information from a particular study.
• How should missing data be handled?
A commonly recommended strategy for addressing missing data within economic evaluations is multiple imputation. 14 Under multiple imputation, each missing value is replaced with multiple predicted values; a vector of M≥2 possible values is created. 15 M complete datasets are created, each with different imputations for the missing data. The datasets can then be analyzed together using standard statistical methods and uncertainty appropriately characterized using Rubin's rules. 15 In order to estimate transition probabilities nonparametrically following imputation, the analyst may, for example, assume that the observed value is represented by the mean of the values across the M datasets. However, this approach fails to recognize the uncertainty associated with the imputation process itself and as a consequence will underestimate uncertainty in the analysis. An obvious approach may be to estimate separate TPMs for each of the M datasets, and then sample between these alternative datasets in probabilistic sensitivity analysis. However, we are not aware of any studies assessing this.
Transparent and consistent decision-making relies on the availability of an accepted methodological approach to the calculation of TPMs; while individual researchers have contributed substantially to the discussion on these topics, the authors of the present study are not aware of any formal consensus statements or guidelines addressing questions such as those mentioned earlier. This targeted literature review therefore, sought to identify consensus statements or guidelines detailing how TPMs should be estimated for use in Markov models in the context of the economic evaluation of medical interventions.
Methods
A targeted literature review was performed to answer the following research question:
• What consensus statements or guidelines are available to inform the calculation of transition probabilities for use in Markov models for the economic evaluation of medical interventions?
Consensus statements were defined as "documents containing suggestions or recommendations based on the collective opinion of an expert panel" and guidelines as "systematically developed statements to assist researchers, HTA bodies, and other professionals in decisions about appropriate methodological approaches".
Search methods
A base strategy was developed and refined to specifically target publications relevant to the research question.
Electronic database search
Search strategies specific to each database were designed to focus on retrieval of the published articles most likely to be relevant to the research question. The search strategies were designed and run by an experienced medical librarian.
The following electronic databases were searched: Electronic searches were limited to English language publications. No country or time limits were applied. Details on the search strategy can be found in Figure S1 .
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HTA website search
The electronic search was supplemented by a literature search for relevant guidelines on HTA agency websites. The HTA agencies whose websites were searched are listed in Table 1 . Reference lists of identified HTA guidelines were screened to identify additional relevant publications. No language limit was applied to searches of HTA websites.
Study selection
Identified publications were screened by one reviewer, with any publication considered to be informative to the research question being included. Study selection occurred in three phases:
• Potentially relevant publications were identified based on their title; any title clearly irrelevant was discarded at this stage.
• Abstracts or keywords were used to screen the remaining articles in order to identify relevant publications for full-text review.
• The full text of each potentially relevant publication was reviewed.
Studies were included if they were guidelines or consensus statements on the calculation of transition probabilities from either clinical endpoints of clinical trials or from clinical parameters of indirect/multiple treatment comparisons in Markov models. Publications that were not produced on behalf of professional organizations, expert panels, or HTA bodies were excluded.
Results
Electronic database search
The electronic database search identified 3,636 publications; 1,931 unique publications were identified following deduplication (Table 2) .
Of the 1,931 unique publications identified, 1,788 publications were excluded on the basis of title review and 143 publications were excluded on the basis of abstract review. No guidelines on the estimation of transition probabilities for use in Markov models were identified via the electronic database search (Figure 2) . However, 56 studies were considered to be of broad relevance, typically reflecting the viewpoints of individual authors or independent research groups as opposed to formal guidelines or recommendations. A list of the 56 publications considered to be of broad relevance can be found in Table S1 .
HTA website search
The HTA website search identified 10 guidelines on economic evaluation. However, no identified guidelines included 
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Transition probabilities in Markov cohort models guidance or recommendations on the calculation of TPMs. One relevant publication was identified following review of the reference lists of guidelines selected through the HTA website search. 8 The International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research -Society for Medical Decision Making (ISPOR-SMDM) Modeling Good Research Practices Task Force recommend that the conversion of transition probabilities from one cycle length to another should be done through rates. However, no further details are provided.
Discussion
The aim of the targeted review was to identify formal recommendations, such as consensus statements or guidelines, to inform the calculation of transition probabilities for use in Markov models for the economic evaluation of medical interventions. One relevant publication was identified, in which the ISPOR-SMDM Modeling Good Research Practices Task Force recommended that the conversion of transition probabilities from one cycle length to another should be done through rates. However, many key questions around the estimation of TPMs for health care decision-making remain unanswered.
We searched a wide variety of data sources including electronic databases and HTA agency websites to identify relevant studies. However, our approach cannot be considered systematic. Our targeted review might not have captured all studies of interest given that relevant literature in this field is not always formally published as journal articles. Also, our searches of HTA agency websites were limited to ten; so it might be that relevant consensus statements or guidelines are available on unsearched HTA agency websites. Finally, our electronic database searches were limited to English language only, thus potentially leading to language bias and exclusion of relevant articles published in other languages.
This review was limited to modeling methods for medical interventions, and only included formal recommendations such as consensus statements or guidelines; we are aware that a substantial body of literature exists on the topic of estimating TPMs in the financial, engineering, and statistical fields, and from independent authors in the health eco nomics community which would not have been identified by our search protocol.
Therefore, it is recommended that additional research be conducted to consolidate and build on existing knowledge on this topic. An expert panel or working group should be convened to identify key circumstances in which the estimation of transition probabilities is not straightforward, or where the most appropriate approach is considered contentious. A broad systematic review of methodological publications on the topic of TPMs spanning all academic fields should be undertaken, and formal recommendations developed on the basis of the review, and as part of an iterative process amongst the expert panel or working group.
In the absence of consensus statements or guidelines, currently developed Markov models may utilize approaches that reduce accuracy, introduce additional uncertainty, or underestimate the uncertainty that exists. The development of formal guidance on the estimation of TPMs for health care decision-making would allow a more consistent approach to decision-analytic modeling, and therefore to decision-making.
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